Citing a Class Lecture, Presentation, or Discussion

Your instructors sometimes will want you to cite in your paper or project a class lecture, someone’s presentation, or even a classmate’s comment from a discussion. The three official handbooks for the documentation styles used most frequently here at Saint Rose—MLA, APA, and Chicago Manual of Style—do not clearly cover citing the above types of sources. However, they do address citing general lectures and presentations, which we have used as the basis for the citation examples below. We provide an example for a class lecture, followed by instructions for how to modify the citation depending on the speaker and medium referenced. You should always check with your professor about their expectations for citing these types of sources. They may want you to approach doing so differently from what we have provided here.

**Chicago Style:**

Footnote:

1. First name Last name of professor, “Title or Subject of the Lecture” (class lecture, Course Name, College Name, Location, Month Day, Year).


Bibliography / Works Cited Citation:

Last Name, First Name of professor. “Title or Subject of the Lecture.” Class lecture, Course Name, College Name, Location, Month Day, Year.


*If the comment is from a fellow classmate, substitute the professor’s name with the classmate’s name, and give the subject of the discussion or title of the presentation instead of the title of the lecture. Indicate whether the comment is from a Class discussion or Presentation in place of Class lecture in the citation. If you wish to cite a general class discussion, begin the citation with the title or subject of the discussion.*

**APA STYLE**

Follow the guidelines for Personal Communication (*citation does not appear on the References page*)

In a lecture to an Educational Psychology class on April 2, 2009, R. Smith said…

OR R. Smith (Educational Psychology lecture, April 2, 2009) discussed Piaget…

OR According Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development….. (R. Smith, Educational Psychology lecture, April 2, 2009).

*If the comment is from a fellow classmate, substitute the professor’s name with the classmate’s name, and use the word discussion or presentation instead of lecture. If you wish to cite a general class discussion, include only the name of the course, discussion instead of lecture, and the date.*

(See the reverse side for MLA Style information)
**MLA Style**

**In-text example:**

Write out the instructor’s or student’s name and the title or subject of the lecture, presentation, or discussion in the text of the sentence:

In Professor Smith’s lecture “Jane Austen and Psychoanalytic Theory,” she discussed…

**OR** Give the instructor’s or student’s name in a parenthetical citation after the cited idea:

Jane Austen reveals more about her psyche in the novel *Persuasion* than in any other novel (Smith).

**Works Cited Citation:**

Last Name, First Name of professor. “Title or Subject of Lecture.” Course Title. College Name. Location. Day Month Year. Lecture, Discussion, Address, Presentation, or Notes.


*If the comment is from a fellow classmate, substitute the professor’s name with the classmate’s name, give the subject of the discussion or title of the presentation instead of the title of the lecture, and use the word Discussion or Presentation at the end of the citation. If you wish to cite a general class discussion, begin the entry with the title or subject of the discussion.*

*****************************************************************************

See the following official guides of the above styles for more information on citing sources.


*****************************************************************************
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